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Symptom/Vehicle Issue:  Alarm Intermittently Goes Off While Parked, False Alarm Complaints 

 

Customer Complaint/Technician Observation: Owner complains the vehicle is parked and 

the security alarm goes off for no reason. Technician may or may not be able to duplicate, no 
Diagnostic Trouble Codes (DTC’s) are setting.  
 

Discussion:   Vehicle is equipped with the premium security system, sales code LSD (Deluxe 

Security System).   
 The system uses an Intrusion Transceiver Module (ITM) and ultrasonic sensor to monitor the 
vehicles movement or interior motion by people, pets, hanging mirror objects or any inside vehicle 
movements that can be sensed, including wind gusts through an open window or a sunroof. The 
windows and sunroof should be closed and moving objects should not be left in the vehicle when the 
intrusion detection system is armed; otherwise, false alarms may occur. 
 Engineering is currently investigating and testing complaints of false alarms which have a 
defined trigger recorded as (TILT). Do not replace any components at this time for this specific (TILT) 
trigger; replacement parts will perform the same. A service software update is estimated for release 
by mid 1st quarter 2023.  
 

NOTE: If needed, the security system can be disabled by the owner, to disable, push the 
lock button on the key fob three times within 15 seconds of arming the system (Vehicle 
Security Light is flashing rapidly during this stage). The vehicle will remain locked, but it will 
disable the ITM alarm for that ignition off park period (this disarm method must be repeated 
during the locking process; this change is not latching).  
 If the owner requests a latching change specific for the (TILT) false trigger, open a 
STAR Case with the owners’ request for assistance to deactivate the (TILT) only feature and 
reference this STAR Online Publication number. STAR will engage the Field Technical Support 
(FTS) Electrical team for the procedure that will require the use of the Chrysler Diagnostic 
Application (CDA) tool support.        


